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Global & UK outlooks
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We have not seen this level of high inflation and high interest rates since the 1990s

Global inflation and interest rates have been rising, but the worst is over

Inflation in US, UK & euro area hit multi-decade highs ... … which forced central bankers’ hand
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Higher prices and interest rates are starting to erode demand, especially in the UK and the Euro area

Despite the positive news on inflation, growth in advanced economies is slowing down

Growth in advanced economies slowed down this year … … but it has been supported by emerging economies
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The economy has been more resilient than forecasts, and we expected the mildest recession in modern history

The UK to avoid a recession but growth to stagnate in early 2024 with a weak recovery

UK growth to flatline until mid-2024 in base case… … thanks to a resilient labour market and forced savings
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Pandemic and energy price shock have fed through to the economy causing inflation to fall 

Inflation and interest rates have peaked faster than expected and interest rate

Inflation has been falling faster than expected … … meaning that Bank rate expectations are now lower
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What does this mean for corporates?
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Higher interest rates have tightened financial conditions generating risks and central banks need to balance inflation 
and growth with financial stability.

Interest rates in advance economies have reached pre-GFC levels

Hiking cycles always stress financial markets… ... and this time it is no different
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Higher borrowing costs make corporate financing much harder, especially through bank borrowing

Higher financial stress is tightening credit for corporates

Credit is more costly and much less available… ... making corporate fall out of love with debt
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Along with higher interest rates, CRE is dealing with a shift in working and living patterns post-pandemic

Commercial Real Estate is also adjusting to a new normal

Commercial Real Estate has been underperforming … ... as corporate demand for offices have fallen
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Higher interest rates and the War in Ukraine have increased the cost base for many businesses, causing energy-
intensive and over-leveraged companies to suffer

Corporates insolvencies have risen but mainly due to small businesses so far

Higher corporate costs Rising insolvencies Lenders expect defaults to rise further
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Although the labour market is starting to show signs of slack, corporates have faced difficulties in hiring and 
retention in one of the tightest labour markets in memory

Inflationary environment has also tightened the labour market 

Corporate have lost the appetite for hiring… ... due to rising wage expectations and over-capacity
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Even if the UK does not enter a recession, most corporates feel and behave as if they are in one

All these pressures are pushing corporates to be more defensive

Corporates are scaling back investment and retrenching… ... to reduce costs, increase cashflow and deleverage



Summary
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To sum up…

Inflation and interest rate 
have peaked

Advanced economies to 
drag down global growth

UK to stagnate until 2025

Outlook

Financial stress and 
triggers may not over

EU and UK labour markets 
may change fast

China’s slowdown

Downside

Pandemic and energy 
shocks are in the past

Savings and a resilient 
labour market have 
supported consumption 

Emerging markets to 
provide global growth

Upside

Key takeaways and risks to look out for
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